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Abstract. Backscatter communications relieves sensor tags from the
energy-intensive task of generating their own radio waves. This enables
sensor tags to transmit their sensor readings at an energy consumption
that is several orders of magnitude lower than that of conventional low-
power radios. The resource-constraints of typical backscatter tags, how-
ever, make it challenging to provide security for them. In this extended
abstract, we take a first step towards authentication of backscatter trans-
missions. We propose to add authentication information in the chip se-
quences of the physical layer. We discuss design issues and in particular
the trade-off between security and reliability and propose mechanisms to
enable low-power authentication suitable for backscatter tags.
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1 Introduction

Backscatter communications enable data transmissions while avoiding the need
to generate a radio wave at the backscatter device, which is one of the most
energy-consuming tasks for low-power Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Instead,
an external device generates the carrier wave on which the backscatter tags
modulate their sensed data values. Recent progress in backscatter communica-
tions enables IoT sensors and actuators to transmit physical-layer protocols such
as Bluetooth [2], WiFi [8, 23], IEEE 802.15.4 (often called ZigBee) [15, 16] and
LoRa [14, 18] with a power consumption below one milliwatt, several orders of
magnitude lower than with conventional low-power radios and, in some cases,
at distances in the range of kilometers [18]. This dramatic reduction of power
consumption makes it increasingly feasible to power devices by energy harvested
from the environment. At the same time, using commodity physical-layer pro-
tocols removes the need for an expensive dedicated device (RFID reader) to
generate the required carrier wave on which the devices modulate their data.
Backscatter promises large-scale data collection from battery-free IoT devices
that run on harvested energy. We are, however, not aware of any security-related
efforts in backscatter, other than for RFID [20].
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Fig. 1. Backscatter Transceiver Prototype

While security based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) systems are becom-
ing possible for resource-constrained, battery-powered devices [5], the resources
on backscatter tags are usually too limited for dealing with, for example, cer-
tificates required for device authentication. In this paper, we propose an al-
ternative physical-layer authentication mechanism for backscatter devices that
employs watermarking to authenticate packets. Watermarking here refers to em-
bedding secret information in the packets [7]. Several IoT physical layers such
as IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11b (WiFi) use Direct-Sequence Spread Spec-
trum (DSSS), a spread-spectrum modulation technique used to better handle
interference. In the case of 802.15.4, the transmitter maps one 4-bit symbol to
one out of 16 32-chip pseudonoise codes (PN-code). The receiver maps the re-
ceived code to the best matching 4-bit symbol. The 16 codes are chosen so that
this matching process is robust against chip flips. Our key idea is that backscat-
ter tags, upon transmission, could intentionally flip one or more chips to enable
the receiver to identify the transmitter, without altering the original data. This
is similar to recent efforts in using the 802.15.4 chip sequence as steganographic
channel [9, 12, 24] or watermarking [11] but with a focus on authentication for
ultra-low-power backscatter devices. Similar mechanisms could be implemented
in other parts of the packets as we discuss in Section 6.

Contributions. Our main contribution is the design of a physical-layer authen-
tication scheme for backscatter-based IoT devices. We discuss several design
trade-offs such as the one between security and reliability. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper that addresses security for backscatter with
IoT physical layer protocols.

2 Background

In this section we present a brief background on backscatter transmissions and
DSSS, both with a focus on IEEE 802.15.4.

Backscatter. Backscatter transmitters selectively reflect an external Radio Fre-
quency (RF) signal to convey information such as their sensor readings [8, 23].
By offloading the carrier generation to an external device, backscatter tags avoid
the energy-consuming task of generating their own radio wave, which reduces
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their power consumption by up to three orders of magnitude compared to tra-
ditional low-power radios. The backscatter transmitter controls how the carrier
wave is reflected by changing the load attached to its antenna to create a spe-
cific impedance mismatch. This enables the tags to control the amplitude, phase
and frequency of the reflected signal. Therefore, the tags can backscatter almost
any standard physical layer protocol including packets conforming to the IEEE
802.15.4 standard [15, 16]. A backscatter prototype is shown in Figure 1.
DSSS. Physical layer protocols such as those employed by IEEE 802.15.4 and
IEEE 802.11b use DSSS, a spread-spectrum modulation technique used to better
handle interference. Using DSSS, this is achieved by widening (spreading) the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal. When despreading at the receiver, unin-
tentional and intentional interference is reduced. In IEEE 802.15.4 each symbol
(consisting of 4 bits) is mapped to a 32-chip long pseudonoise code (PN-code).
There are 16 of these PN-codes as defined in the standard. These 16 PN-codes
have been selected to maximize the number of chip positions in which the two
PN-codes are different (Hamming distance). In 802.15.4, the minimum distance
between two PN-codes is 12 and the maximum is 20. A receiver takes the re-
ceived PN-code and matches it to the symbol whose PN-code has the minimum
Hamming distance to the received PN-code.

3 Related Work

There are a number of studies that discuss steganography and watermarking for
IEEE 802.15.4. Ko proposes a first system using a steganographic channel that is
based on the 802.15.4 chip sequence [9]. The main contribution of the paper is to
show that this channel enables the transmission of additional data to save energy.
Along the same lines, Metha et al. also propose to use this channel to communi-
cate with a specialized receiver while sending data to a conventional one [12]. To-
wards this end, they expand the original 802.15.4 chip sequences with additional
chip sequences that still resolve to the original ones for a conventional 802.15.4
receiver. Zielinska and Szczypiorski add additional scrambling to the modified
chip sequences to complicate detection of the steganographic channel [24]. They
demonstrate the possibility of creating a covert channel with the same data rate
as 802.15.4, with a low impact on the bit error rate and only a slight decrease in
receiver sensitivity. Li et al. study the same issues for watermarking in 802.15.4
and also implement a prototype system to gain experimental results [11]. Nain
et al. extend the channel with acknowledgements to make it reliable [13]. In
contrast to these approaches, we aim at exploiting the 802.15.4 PN-codes for
authentication of extremely resource-constrained backscatter devices.

Ureten and Serinken are among the first to propose to use RF fingerprints
for identifying individual nodes in wireless networks by means of their RF finger-
prints [19]. Xu et al. differentiate between the conventional passive approaches
for fingerprinting and active approaches [21]. The latter approaches do not only
observe ongoing communication but also try to trigger responses from devices
to make them transmit useful features. Oracle [17] goes beyond the previous
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approaches by using transmitter-side modifications to increase the chances of
correct identification at the receiver. In contrast to our approach, Oracle requires
machine learning methods to differentiate between different nodes whereas our
approach relies on much simpler methods at the receiver as we discuss in the
next section. Some studies have shown that RF fingerprinting is feasible also for
RFID tags [1, 22].

4 Design Issues

4.1 Overview

On a high level, we devise a backscatter communications authentication system
that works as follows: A carrier generator that could be a software-defined radio,
a WiFi or an IEEE 802.15.4 device, generates an unmodulated carrier. One or
more backscatter tags transmit their collected sensor data by modulating their
sensed data in 802.15.4 frames on top of the unmodulated carrier. In order
to enable authentication, the tags embed authentication information by flipping
selected chips in the PN-code. We call these chips authentication chips. The chips
are flipped according to the tag’s individual random sequence that is known by
both the receiver and the backscatter tags. In our case, the receiver needs to be
able to detect the flipped chips. Current 802.15.4 radios do not offer access to
such low-level information and hence we would need a specialized receiver that
we implement with a software-defined radio, similar to related work. Note that
low-power software-defined radios exist [4].

Using the 802.15.4 PN-code for authentication by watermarking is interesting
for backscatter devices as it allows us to add information without increasing the
packet size. On the other hand, it needs to be done with care since it reduces
the robustness of the backscattered signals which are particularly weak and
vulnerable. We discuss these and other issues in the sequel of this section.

4.2 Message Authentication Code

We use a Message Authentication Code (MAC) to provide authenticity. To that
end, we split the MAC into 5-bit chunks to identify one of the 32 PN-code
positions to be flipped. Given the maximum IEEE 802.15.4 packet size of 127
bytes and the fact that there are 4 bits per DSSS symbol we can encode up
to 254 bits in one packet by flipping one chip per DSSS symbol. Knowing the
message and the tag’s random sequence (key) the receiver can decode and verify
the MAC.

4.3 Preliminary Reliability Analysis

The goal of this section is to provide a preliminary analysis about the impact
of flipping chips of the PN-code on the reliability of packet transmissions and
outline ways of improving reliability. We implement a Monte Carlo simulation
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Number Auth. Number RX Symbol Auth. chips Symbol and Auth.
chips chip errors correct correct correct

1 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1 1 1.0 0.97 0.97
1 2 1.0 0.94 0.94
1 4 1.0 0.88 0.88
1 6 0.99 0.81 0.8
1 8 0.88 0.75 0.64

2 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 1 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 2 1.0 0.997 0.998
2 4 0.998 0.99 0.99
2 6 0.96 0.97 0.93
2 8 0.78 0.94 0.73

Table 1. The results show that under worse channel conditions there is an increase in
symbols and authentication chips that cannot be detected. Using two instead of one
authentication chips per chip PN-code improves the situation.

in Python. In the simulation, we take one of the 16 PN-codes and first flip one
or more chips of the code before transmission. The first chip is flipped as part
of the authentication, the other chips are flipped to increase security by adding
additional chip flips. We flip an additional number of chips to simulate errors at
the receiver where interference actually occurs. Note that such a chip flip during
reception could undo the transmitter’s chip flip. After the reception of a packet,
the receiver decodes the PN-code and retrieves the authentication chips.

Basic Reliability. The goal of our first simulation is to evaluate if the correct
PN-code and hence symbol is detected. Further, we evaluate if the authentication
chip is correctly detected, i.e., if it has not been flipped again which could happen
because of interference at the receiver.

Table 1 depicts the simulation results. The table shows how the number of
authentication chips and the number of chip errors at the receiver impact the
correctness of the received symbol (i.e., the receiver selects the correct symbol
out of the 16 possible ones), if the authentication chip is still valid (i.e., it has
not been flipped again during reception) and finally in the right-most column if
both the PN-code and the authentication chip are still correct. The table shows
that with only one authentication chip, there is a high chance that interference
(additional chip flips) prevents that both the correct symbol and the correct
authentication chip can be detected. Therefore, we opt for using two authen-
tication chips in each symbol. With two authentication chips, we consider the
authentication chips also correctly received if only one of them is correct.

The results in the table show that under worse channel conditions, i.e., when
we flip more chips at the receiver, there is an increase in symbols and authenti-
cation chips that cannot be detected. The table also shows that only less than
in total six chip flips per symbol can be corrected. As Zielinska and Szczypiorski
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Number Auth. Number RX Symbol Auth. chips Symbol and Auth.
chips chip errors correct correct correct

2+1 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2+1 1 1.0 1.0 1.0
2+1 2 1.0 0.998 0.998
2+1 4 0.99 0.99 0.98
2+1 6 0.91 0.97 0.87
2+1 8 0.66 0.94 0.61

2+2 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2+2 1 1.0 1.0 1.0
2+2 2 0.998 0.998 0.996
2+2 4 0.97 0.99 0.96
2+2 6 0.83 0.97 0.8
2+2 8 0.56 0.94 0.51

Table 2. While flipping additional chips before transmission increases security, it leads
to a further decrease in the correct detection of symbols and authentication chips

denote [24], the maximum error correcting capability in 802.15.4 is bdmin−1
2 c

where dmin is the minimum Hamming distance between two PN-codes (12 in
802.15.4).

Since we require that only one out of the two authentication chips needs to be
correct, we increase the risk that an attacker that sends faked packets and tries
to guess the authentication chips succeeds. With only one authentication chip
per symbol the probability that the attacker flips the correct chip is 1

32 since
there are 32 chips per symbol. Using two authentication chips and requiring
that only one of them is correct increases this probability to 1

32 + 2 · 1
32 ·

30
32 ,

i.e., from 0.03125 to 0.0596. If we assume that the attacker needs to guess 10
symbols correctly, the probability of a correct guess decreases beyond 5.63e-13.
We make two assumptions here: First, we assume that we have two distinct
authentication chips in the (manipulated) PN-code of a symbol. Second, since
chips may be flipped at the receiver due to interference, the receiver does not
require that all symbols have the expected authentication chips but a subset is
sufficient for successful authentication.

Additional chip flips. One possibility to make it more difficult for the at-
tacker to identify the random sequence based on observed chip flips is to create
additional chip flips. While this increases security the chances increase that the
receiver cannot decode the transmitted symbol correctly. We quantify this risk
with additional simulations that we depict in Table 2.

The table shows that as expected the risk of symbol mismatch increases.
Assuming that during reception eight chips are flipped because of interference,
the ability to decode the right symbol decreases from 78% (Table 1) to 68% with
one additional chip flip before transmission to 56% with two additional chip flips.

These results demonstrate that adding additional chip flips in order to in-
crease the security has as expected a negative impact on the symbol detection
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Message B h(B)

 Tag’s Random Sequence k

⊕

Message sequence number * 16

01100|10100|00101|00010|11110

flip chip 5 in third symbol of the packet

t = h(B) ⊕ k

LFSR 
(expand sequence)

HdrPacket:

t0t15

Fig. 2. MAC Implementation

ability of the receiver when there is radio interference. Therefore, the decision if
and how many additional chip flips should be performed depends on the state
of the radio channel. If the channel conditions are good and there is a low risk
for interference and hence chip flips during reception, additional chip flips seem
an attractive idea. If, however, the radio channel conditions are bad adding ad-
ditional chip flips may cause symbol errors at the receiver. As in such scenarios
we may expect additional chip flips caused by interference, it is not necessary to
add artificial chip flips for security reasons.

Conventional low-power radios have mechanisms such as CCA (Clear Chan-
nel Assessment) checks to get an understanding of the state of the radio channel.
There are, however, currently no similar mechanisms for backscatter tags. There-
fore, we expect that we need to measure the channel conditions at the receiver
(where interference actually takes place) and inform the backscatter tags about
the channel conditions.

4.4 MAC Implementation

As illustrated in Figure 2, we base our MAC on a CRC-based MAC t = h(B)⊕
k [10], where B is the b-bit message to be sent, h(B) = coef(B(x) ·xm mod p(x))
a function of the (b,m) hash-family with polynomial p(x) of degree m, and k is
a one-time key. We use the 16-bit CRC (polynomial) of IEEE 802.15.4 because
it has to be calculated and concatenated to the packets for error detection pur-
poses anyway. The one-time key is derived from the tag’s random sequence. For
each packet we use another 16-bit sub-sequence with an offset depending on the
message sequence number times 16 (modulo the sequence length).

We finally use a linear-feedback shift register to extend the m = 16 bit MAC
t (used as initial value) into a longer pseudo-random sequence. For this purpose
we use the feedback polynomial x16 +x15 +x13 +x4 + 1 to achieve a maximum-
length period of 216 − 1, which is plenty for practical packet lengths. An LFSR
is easy to implement in both soft- and hardware.

The success probability of an adversary that tries to modify a single message
that results in the same MAC is at most ε for ε-opt-secure hash families [10]. For
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Fig. 3. Experimental Setup

the (b,m) hash-family: ε = (b+m)/(2m−1). This shows that the message length
m has a significant impact on ε, and hence on the security of the system. Short
messages reduce the search space for brute force attacks, long messages increase
ε. The hash function h() (in our case the CRC) can be reused if for each new
message a different one-time key k is used. It is therefore important to chose a
sufficiently long random sequence for each tag to derive unique keys.

5 First Prototype

In order to demonstrate the basic feasibility of our approach, i.e., that we can flip
chips even on our resource-constrained prototype, we implement chip flipping in
our backscatter tag [15]. The modifications are implemented in the FPGA that
features the baseband logic to generate 802.15.4 frames. As a carrier generator,
we use a USRP B200 software-defined radio and as a receiver a Zolertia Firefly
IoT development platform. We place the devices at close distances as shown in
Figure 3 to avoid undesired chip flips due to weak communication links. We flip
a specific number of chips and evaluate whether the Zolertia node is still able
to receive the packets. In order to consider a worst case, we flip the chips so
that the minimum Hamming distance is minimized. For example, when flipping
two chips, the minimum Hamming distance that is 12 without any chip flips,
becomes 10, 12 or 14 dependent on which chips are flipped. For the purpose of
this experiment, we flip the chips that lead to a minimum Hamming distance of
10. We send 160 packets with the same number of flipped chips, 10 with each of
the different PN-codes.

Our results show that the Zolertia node receives almost all packets correctly
when we flip up to four chips in each PN-code. In fact, we see one error (out of
640 packets) in these scenarios which we attribute to external interference since
the experiments are conducted in an office environment. If we flip five or more
chips in one chip sequence, however, we see an increasing rate of symbols that
are wrongly detected. When we flip 8 chips in each PN-code, roughly half of the
packets can still be correctly received.

6 Discussion

While our first prototype has been implemented in the physical layer, we could
also implement the same algorithms in other places in the packet, for example,
in the application layer. The main disadvantage of implementations at higher
layers is that the packets increase in size due to the additional bytes required
for authentication. Note that while the smallest unit we can manipulate in the
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physical layer is a chip, in higher layers it is a bit which corresponds to eight
chips. Hence, implementing the same approach in a higher layer may lead to a
non-negligible increase of the size of the packets and larger packets have a higher
risk of being corrupted [6]. On the other hand, our approach of flipping chips in
the 802.15.4 frames has a negative impact on the packet reliability. Furthermore,
the implementation of our approach requires a gateway that is capable of dealing
with physical layer information. Note, however, that there is a current trend of
more capable gateways for the Internet of Things [3]. In the long run, we intend
to combine our approach with RF fingerprinting which also requires information
from the physical layer and hence gateways that are able and need to handle
physical layer information.

7 Conclusions

In this extended abstract, we have taken the first steps towards authentication
for extremely resource-constrained sensor devices using backscatter communica-
tion. In particular, we target backscatter devices that use IEEE 802.15.4 as their
physical layer protocol where we embed the authentication information as chip
flips. We have discussed several design options that highlight the trade-off be-
tween security and reliability and have shown that chip flipping is feasible also in
those resource-constrained backscatter devices. Towards the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first paper that targets security for backscatter with standard
IoT protocols.
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